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The Women’s Law Project (WLP) supports joint custody when the parties enter
into such an arrangement voluntarily and with the necessary commitment and resources
to accomplish the goal of serving the best interests of the child. We oppose a
presumption of joint custody, a concept based on an ideal that is inconsistent with the
conflict that pervades the relationships of many parents who seek a judicial determination
of custody.
WLP is a non-profit, public interest, legal advocacy organization dedicated to
advancing the legal, economic, and social status of women through litigation, public
education, public policy advocacy and individual counseling. An essential component of
WLP’s advocacy is helping women in Family Court matters. The vast majority of calls
to our telephone counseling service are from women who must turn to Family Court for
resolution of major decisions regarding the custody and support of their children and
safety of their families. They are unable to afford legal representation and we provide
them with individual counseling to assist them in navigating the complicated maze of
Philadelphia Family Court. We also prepare and disseminate informational brochures
and booklets. When necessary, we pursue litigation and engage in policy advocacy to
address systemic problems relating to child support, custody, and domestic violence.
After decades of hearing callers recount difficulties navigating the family court process

and negative experiences trying to present their cases in court, we embarked on a two
year comprehensive study of the court. In April 2003, we published Justice in the
Domestic Relations Division of Philadelphia Family Court: A Report to the Community,
in which we presented our findings regarding the complexities, challenges, and troubling
conditions in the court and made recommendations to improve the court’s responsiveness
to litigants.
Proponents of joint custody presumptions assert that joint custody benefits both
the children and the parents by increasing contact with both parents. While this argument
is appealing on the surface and may prove correct in a situation where both parents
voluntarily and wholeheartedly commit to a joint custody arrangement, it fails to take into
account the all too common post-separation parental relationship that is characterized by
acrimony and/or minimal communication. In his essay on the subject of joint custody,
Judge Hardcastle, a Nevada Family Court Judge, expressed concern that the presumption
of joint custody deters judges from their fundamental obligation to determine the “best
interests of the child.”1 He believes that such presumptions pressure judges to order joint
custody without carefully and thoroughly examining and considering the facts of the
cases before them, increasing the likelihood that joint custody will be ordered in
inappropriate cases involving hostile and conflicted parties.2
Joint custody requires an enormous amount of effort and determination on the part
of parents. When joint legal and physical custody is involved, parents must create two
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homes fully equipped for themselves and their children, coordinate complicated
schedules, and work with each other to make both short-term and long-term decisions
involving the children. Significant effort must be made so that children who shift back
and forth between two parental residences are not unduly stressed by the arrangement.
This is not easy for parents who are not living together and especially for parents who
have never lived and parented together. Cooperation and communication are essential to
the success of a joint custody arrangement; such an arrangement is incompatible with
parents in conflict.
Despite extensive research by numerous academics, there is no conclusive
evidence to support a presumption of joint custody. In fact, to the contrary, policy
recommendations are now emerging urging states not to mandate any particular
presumption but to continue to refine efforts to see families as unique entities deserving
fresh scrutiny in each case. The American Bar Association favors a case-by-case
determination without rigid presumptions for or against joint custody.3 The National
Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges instructs judges not to presume that joint
custody is in the best interest of children.4 While researchers make clear that families
wishing to embark on joint custody should not be discouraged from doing so, they urge
states not to mandate joint custody, as it is not the panacea it is sometimes presented to
be.5
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Early studies purporting to demonstrate the success of joint custody were
erroneously relied upon to support a presumption of joint custody. These studies were
highly selective, examining only the experience of parents who entered into joint custody
arrangements voluntarily, or suffered from poor research methodologies - selecting
samples that were too small or unrepresentative, failing to include control or comparison
groups, or failing to follow up on families over time.6 One of the first studies that
included consideration of court-imposed joint custody found that none of the
arrangements were “successful” one year after the arrangement began.7 More recent
studies have shown that unresolved parental conflict correlates poorly with the level of
cooperation necessary for a successful joint custody arrangement and has detrimental
effects on children, including emotional and behavioral disturbances.8
In early 1998, as part of a major study of its custody law, the state of Washington
examined peer-reviewed articles and books about research on post-divorce parenting and
child adjustment and produced an extensive overview of the findings of those studies that
is highly relevant to the inquiry raised by this Committee.9 The Washington report
concludes that joint physical custody in high conflict families is detrimental to children
and does not accomplish the goal of fostering better communication between parents but
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instead may make matters worse.10 It goes on to assert that “experts in the field agree
that ‘one size fits all’ approaches to developing post-divorce parenting arrangements are
inappropriate and may be harmful to some families.”11
Specifically, the Washington report discusses two studies showing that, while
substantial contact with both parents is positive for children if there is relatively little
conflict between the parents, the reverse is true when there is elevated conflict (not
including domestic violence) between the parents.12 Among families with pre-existing
conflict, there does not appear to be any evidence that the conflict ends after divorce.
Instead, such families often “disengage” from one another, communicating as little as
possible and parenting in completely separate ways.13 One group of researchers also
found that in custody cases with joint custody, there was a higher incidence of return to
the courts for further action.14
A presumption of joint custody is particularly troubling in the context of domestic
violence. Presumptive joint custody compromises the safety of battered women by
providing a batterer with continuing opportunities for destructive and potentially lethal
contact.15 Children from households where there is a history of repeated physical
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domestic violence are the most seriously impacted by joint custody arrangements.16 With
physical violence estimated to be present in at least 50% and possibly 80% of contested
custody cases,17 a presumption of joint custody increases the potential for harm to victims
of domestic violence and their children.
A presumption of joint custody also inappropriately gives the batterer an
advantage in the custody dispute and unfairly burdens the victim of domestic violence
with rebutting the presumption. Considering the incidence of domestic violence in
custody disputes, this burden weighs heavily on domestic violence victims. In
Philadelphia, where 85-90% of custody litigants lack counsel,18 the court provides no
information or little assistance to help them present their cases, and almost 50% of the
cases we observed were completed in ten minutes or less,19 the likelihood of a party
presenting evidence of domestic violence is extremely low. Even when they attempt to do
so, our callers tell us that judges often refuse to admit such evidence, despite a statutory
mandate that such evidence be considered.20
Exempting cases of domestic violence from the presumption will not provide
adequate protection for these families because many battered women will not disclose the
abuse. This reluctance to disclose abuse derives from a number of factors, including
failure to recognize abuse, lack of evidence, embarrassment and shame, and, most
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harmful, the retaliatory physical violence that may result from disclosure.21 Moreover,
many parents may be afraid to present evidence that the other parent is unfit, fearing that
their reports of domestic violence, for example, will be ignored or used against them by
judges who perceive allegations of domestic violence in a custody battle as false and
asserted solely as a strategic maneuver to gain custody.22
The impact of the shifting burden of proof on litigants cannot be ignored. At
present, parties seeking custody of their children go to court with a general concept that
they must convince the judge that it would be best for the child to be placed with them.
As stated above, most parties to family law proceedings, at least in Philadelphia, are pro
se (that is, they are unrepresented by counsel and unable to retain counsel).23 Litigants
without representation may understand under the current custody statute that they should
present any information they have about any negative consequences of placing the child
with the other parent, if that is the case. However, it is unlikely that they will understand
the meaning of a legal presumption of joint custody or the effect of such a presumption
on the structure of the proceeding or nature of the evidence they must present.
In practice, joint custody can refer to several different types of arrangements. It
can include both legal custody (decision-making) and physical custody (living
arrangements, daily care and supervision) or it can include only joint legal custody with
20
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the child living with one parent. In reality, the latter situation is more typical.24 In those
cases, one parent has primary physical custody but is severely restricted in making
significant decisions by the requirement of collaboration. The parent with only shared
legal custody retains privileges without the responsibility of day-to-day care. The fallout
from such an arrangement is complex and burdensome. Basic decisions, such as
selection of the child’s physician or therapist, become the subject of extensive wrangling
and manipulation between the noncooperative parents. Even medical emergencies
become traumatic, with horror stories of surgeons unable to operate without the consent
of both parents.25
Not all custody cases go to judges for resolution. Many are resolved amicably
and appropriately by the parties themselves. However, those custody litigants who seek
judicial resolution of their custody disputes do so because they are unable to resolve the
matter themselves, and therefore are very likely to be in such conflict that they would not
be capable of successful joint custody arrangements. Thus, the best interests of their
children might best be served by minimizing the contact between the parties, not
mandating something the parties are incapable of accomplishing.
Historically the trend in custody law has been away from judicial presumptions
and toward individual assessment. Custody law goes back to the 17th century AngloAmerican paternal preference based on property law. In the 18th century, American
courts shifted to the tender years doctrine, which presumed mothers to be the best
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caretakers of young children. With the emphasis on gender equity and increased
parenting role of fathers in the 20th century, this doctrine has largely given way to an
individual assessment based on the “best interests of the child.”26 The reemergence of a
presumption in favor of any custodial arrangement such as joint custody inappropriately
substitutes an easy fix for the right solution and muddies the best interests of the child
standard with considerations of parental interests. One commentator has described this
approach as one that “tends to invert the wisdom of Solomon by instructing the courts to
divide the child in the name of settling the parents’ conflicting claims.”27
A presumption of joint custody is simply inappropriate in a custody case. A
presumption is not probative; rather, it merely supplies the fact-finder with a conclusion
when there is no proof to the contrary.28 Thus, a presumption of joint custody
automatically establishes a conclusion that joint custody is appropriate without any
information that supports that conclusion and shifts the burden of proof to the party
seeking to prove that joint custody is inappropriate.
Presumptions and the resulting shift in burdens are generally created for four
principal reasons. First, some presumptions are created because of a natural tendency to
burden the party desiring change and/or to correct any imbalance created by one party
having better access to the proof. Second, special economic or social policies, more often
implicit than outspoken, incline courts to favor one premise by assigning it the advantage
of a presumption. Third, out of convenience, a presumption may be created to avoid an
26
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impasse or standstill and reach a result regardless of whether or not the result is arbitrary
or capricious. Fourth, a presumption may be based on a judicial estimate of the
probabilities – that proof of one fact makes the inference of the existence of another fact
so probable that it saves time and makes more sense to assume the truth of the second
fact until the adversary disproves it.29
None of these rationales justify a presumption of joint custody. The first rationale
does not justify a presumption because parents seeking custody are presumably on equal
footing in front of the court and have equal access to proof of what is in the best interest
of their child/ren. Likewise, the second, third, and fourth rationales do not work because
they would “either be arbitrary, or based on unwarranted assumptions,”30 as they fail to
take into account the realities of the parties’ unique true-life situations and the results of
research on joint custody. Thus,
even if the presumption had some indeterminable validity, in unspecifiable
circumstances, it could serve no purpose other than to save time. But this
saving of time is accomplished at the price of tremendous legal and logical
confusion, and accompanied by an intolerable risk of unnecessary error. . . .
A court in a child custody case acts as parens patriae. It is not enough to
suggest that the task of deciding custody is a difficult one, or that the use of
a presumption would result in a correct determination more often than not.
A norm is ill-suited for determining the future of a unique being whose
adjustment is vital to the welfare of future generations. Surely, it is not
asking too much to demand that a court, in making a determination as to the
best interest of a child, make the determination upon specific evidence
relating to that child alone. . . . [M]agic formulas have no place in decisions
designed to salvage human values.31
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The custody statute as currently written declares it the “public policy of this
Commonwealth, when in the best interest of the child, to assure a reasonable and
continuing contact of the child with both parents after a separation or dissolution of the
marriage and the sharing of the rights and responsibilities of childrearing by both parents
. . . .”32 It also provides for an award of shared custody based on finding that parties are
able to cooperate.33 This finding of capability of cooperation is intended to shield
children from the contentious relationships that make joint custody arrangements harmful
to them.
The Women’s Law Project believes that families would be better served if joint
custody were entered into only with the voluntary agreement of the parties. Based on the
demonstrated risk of harm caused by court-imposed joint custody in cases in which the
parents are in conflict, the Women’s Law Project opposes a statutory presumption of joint
custody.
The Women’s Law Project is grateful for the opportunity to share this information
with the Committee and remains available to assist the Committee in any way it can to
further the best interests of Pennsylvania’s children.
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